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·Police bike program bags first bad guy
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

.Gym, the Blazer swerved 20 feet

sideways to a halt. The suspect exited the vehicle with McEwen right
II.
In the classic "David and on his trail.
· Goliath" style, UM-St. Louis Po"I saw Coach Brady and he
lice Officer Tom McEwen chased pointed down to Florissant Rd.,"
Idown a stolen '86 Chevrolet Blazer McEwen said.
on his police bicycle Tuesday, Oct.
Emergency Vehicle Driver Jay
17 in front of Mark Twain Build- Bess had received McEwen's call
ing.
for backup when he was at Florissant
'"
"I saw him tampering with the and Bellerive Rd. He went north on
vehicle in lot F (in front of the Florissant Rd. in pursuit, as the suspolicestationattheNorthMetrolink pect cut across the drainage ditch
stop)," McEwen said. "I got on my toward Gieger Rd.
bike and went toward him."
McEwen and Bess both conMcEwen said he saw the Blazer verged on the suspect at the first
backing out. He reported the situa- residence on Gieger Rd.
• tion at 3:56 .!!!!!!!~~~~~~:::!:~~~~~~~~
"I saw
· p.m. and rehim hiding
liiquested tllf
had been on foot or in behind a
t r e e ,"
• backup. The
car, he'd have been long M
suspect
c Ewe n
pulled onto gone. He couldn 't get away said. "When
I Mark Twain from me on
he saw me
bike. "
he
ran
I " Dr. and proI ceeded to_ Officer Tom McEwen around the
ward .the
house."
gym .
B e s s
~
"He was passing cars trying to went in on the other side and climbed
get away from me on my bike," a fence into the back yard.
· McEwen said.
"I knew he couldn't go any..
McEwen said the Blazer where," Bess said. "He just came
swerved and hit a stop sign at lot K right to me."
McEwen came around the back
and the Mark Twain Building, then
'0;, continued to swerve around cars on
of the house and he and Bess corMark Twain Dr .. Just in front of the nered the suspect. The suspect was

fd

a

my

apprehended without a fight.
UM-St. Louis police would not
release the name of the suspect apprehended because he was a juvenile. The Chevrolet Blazer sustained
a broken passenger-side window
and the front end of the truck was
damaged from striking the stop si'gn.
The vehicle belonged to a Metrolink
passenger and not a student or faculty member.
"If 1'd had been on foot or in a
car, he'd have been long gone,"
McEwen said. "He couldn'f get
away from me on my bike."
The bike patrol began Monday,
Oct. 10. The apprehension came
one week into the new program.
UM-St. Louis Police Captain
James Smalley praised the new bike
program. He said that it was not
uncommon for Bess to help in catching suspects, and that he had just
aided in an apprehension last week.
"This is one of the best things

building instead of worrying where
to park the vehicle. Currently, there

the campus can utili2;e as far as
police work," Director of Institutional Safety Bob Roeseler said
concerning the useofbikes for campus patrol. "Everybody can relate
to somebody on a bike."
Roeseler said that the bikes are
inexpensive to operate and they are
adaptable for the area. He said officers can save time in responding,
because they can pull right up to a

are three officers trained for bike
patrol, one for each of the bikes.

"This is one for the bike patrol,"
McEwen. said.

Photo: Eric Thomas

Emergency Vehicle Driver Jay Bess and Police Officer Tom McEw en stand In front of the
damaged Chevy Blazer after chasing down and apprehending the suspect believed to have
stolen the vehicle.

International House Open Senate questions termination of
fnternational Students want 24 hour access University Scholars Program
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff
With new organization chairpersons, an event-filled calendar and
a house open for congregating, the
International Student Organization
(ISO) is ready for action.
Representingover40countries,
the ISO has some400 members and
is open to anyone who is from any
country otherthan theUnited States.
Though anyone who is an international student is automatically a
member, less than 30 students have
attended the last two ISO meetings.
''We have a lot of students from
the fonner Soviet Union," said
Leslie Desaeyere, UM-St. Louis
senior and treasurer of the ISO.
"We have more than 10 students
from France, and over 15 from
Malaysia."
The house is a place for international students to study, talk or
watch TV. American students and
staff are welcome to visit the ISO
house, which is located across from
Woods Hall on Natural Bridge.
Members claim that even
though the house is clean, open and
in perfect working order, there is a
small discrepancy in the amount of
time that are able to spend in the
University-owned establishment.

"Weare not able to come in before
noon or after 5 p.m. and only during the
week," said Vice President Tolga
Cayirli. 'We have international student representatives who have to be
here during the hours of operation."
The student supervisors, who are
also international students, are allowed
to pick up the key to the ISO house at 12
p.m. from the University Center and
mustretum itby5 p.m. everyday. The
students can not be in the house if one
of the two Student Supervisors is not
present
"Right now, we are looking at the
house from a legal standpoint," said
Donald McCarty, co-advisorof theISO
students and student services coordinator for the University Center/student
activities. ''We need to consider liability as well as the student needs."
McCarty said that many students
have stressed the desire to lessen the
resnictions on the house. He and Rick
Blanton, associate director of the University Center, are considering drawing up a proposal which would ask that
the house stay open for more hours,
including weekends. The students are
hoping for a large increase in the time
they are able to spend at the house.
"We want it to be open 24 hours
a day, seven days a week,"
Desaeyere said. "The longer we stay
open the more people will get inter-

International Students Nigina zarlpova (left) and
: Shakhnoza Mousaeva (right) chat at the ISO's house.

ested in stopping by. Besides,
from noon to 5 p.m. everyone is
in class, so no one even knows
that we're open ."
Another problem the organization is faced with is lack of funds. As
with any organization, the Student
Activity BudgetCommittee(SABC)
allots a certain amount of money for
the ISO, while the rest is up to the
organization to raise. '
The organization is concerned
with raising enough money to buy a
computer. This would enable them
to e-mail UM-St. Louis international
students as opposed to mailing letters
to all 400 members.
Another roadblock for the ISO is
International Week, an annual event
at UM-SL Louis in honor of the many
cultural groups represented on campus. The ISO must declare a week as
International Week. Members said
they have no idea when that might
be.
Members were concerned with
the cost of the week-long event
'We have to get infonnation
about our countries, so we have to
write to all the embassies and get all
that information," Desaeyere said.
"We also have to get food and probably a band. We are expected to pay
all of these expenses.
One event that is scheduled for
the ISO is an International Dance
Party. The event will take place on
Friday, OcL 27 at the ISO house. It
will begin at8 p.m. and will last until
after midnight. A $2 cover will be
charged at the door, an additional
charge for international cuisine is
also tentative;though the cost will be
minimal.
"We want everyone to come
together," said ISO President
Dalia Fadel. "We especially need
to generate interest in our organization. Foreign, American, it
doesn't matter, we're just hoping
for a large turnout."
International students are
slIongly encouraged to contact the
ISO. representatives with their
campus or e-mail address. For
more information calJ the ISO
house at 516-6641.

by Susan Benton
of The Current staff
The senate committee on recruitment, admissions, retention
and student financial aid has assumed many names in the past.
Though it has been in existence for
many years, it was until only recently that the committee was forced
into action.
. At the senate meeting on Oct.
10, 1995, a resolution came about
regarding the near-tennination of
the University Scholars Program
The scholarship program a wards
UM-St. Louis students with a3 .5
GPA or higher and offers a significant decrease in tuition costs. The
program was reinstated only after
students had realized the termi nation had occurred and they complained. The reinstatement was
made on a temporary one-year basis while a review is conducted on
the scholarship.
At the senate meeting, questions
were raised as to whether the committee, designed specifically to
handle such incidents, was con-

suIted on the decision. A motion
was passed unanimously after the
resolution was brought about concerning decisions made by Chancellor Blanche Touhill on this issue. The senate voted that all decisions regarding scholarships of
merit should be run through the com"
mittee , and all students affected
should be contacted before any action is taken.
Joseph Martinich, professor of
business administration at UM-St.
Louis for 17 years and member of
the senatefor over 13 years, brought
about the motion.
"The first 1 had heard about the
termination of the program was in
the article in The Current a couple
of weeks ago," said Martinich . "Before that, I had no prior knowledge
of the University's decision to end
the program ."
Martinich claimed that the entire senate was strongly opposed to
doing away with scholarships such
as the University Scholars Program
because they are awarded to exemplary students.
"1 was the one who stood up and

objected to the decision to eliminate scholarships based on merit,"
he said. "That's what the committee [for recruitment, admissions, retention and student financial aid] is
around for, and the committee or
the students involved were not consulted on the [University Scholars
Program] decision."
University senate member Pam
White agrees with the senate's decision to protect merit-based scholarships.
"The senate concluded that if
there's a committee that deals with
that specific charge then why
weren't they consulted? The chancellor isn't required to follow the
advice of the senate, the senate was
just saying collectively as a body
that 'this is how we feel. '"
Though Touhill was not present
at the meeting, Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs, Roosevelt Wright .
Jr. and Deputy Dremeyer were in
attendance. The agenda for the meeting did not include discussion of this
topic. Although the committee
passed the motion, ultimately Touhill
has the final say.

Who is Cu·rator Malaika Horne?
by Heather Phillips
of The Current staff
What are curators? What do they
do?
"Curators are the top policy makers of the University of Missouri system," Curator Malaika Home said.
These people make decisions that
impact education. The Board of Curators have recently voted on thefeasibility of a black culture center at UMColumbia. Currently, they are looking
at a new 5-year plan.
Curators arc appointed by state
senators. They preside over all three
campuses and the extension program.
Home descri bes the board as being
a group of problem solvers ..
"We are here to examine issues
and to make the services better," Home
said.
Home, who has aPh.D. from 11M-

St.LouisinPublicPolicy, was
asked in September 1994 to
be a Curator.
Of the nine curator disnicts in Missowi, three are
represented in the St. Louis
area Home represen ts the city
while Mary Gillespie and
James McHugh represent St. ,
Louis County.
Home is the Chairman of
Academic Affairs and the
Executive Committee. Her
primary concern is to educate
as many students as possible.
Home described the job
as very important with some
flaws. A curator has to be
somewhat independently

UM-system Curator Malalka Horne
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Where is everybody?
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

include all Homecoming ActiVIties?
If we did, you would still find that
organizational participation was pathetic.
If you don't want your organization to prosper on this campus, then
why would you become a president
or leader of a group in the fIrst place.
Are you doing it just so you can have
a fancy title on your resume? If that's
the case, then the joke is on you.
The beauty of SG A organizations
is that they give members the chance
to function the way organizations
function in the broader city, state and
national levels. They provide a learning environment. Within organizations we learn leadership, organizational
skills, public relations
and organizational budgeting. S tudent Government Association organizations give you the
upper hand when you
step into the business
community. You may
think that SGA organizations are just a "stupid college
thing." The truth is that it's the same
thing that's going on outside of college. People who lead professional
organizations go through the same
processes that people who lead campus organizations go through. It's all
the same. Most people who lead professional organizations have experience leading scholastic or social organizations. That is probably where
they acquired the confidence to lead
others in the fIrst place.
When organizations don't participate in campus functions, they reduce the effectiveness of the campus

It was cold; it was beginning to
rain, but we started off anyway. The
Homecoming Parade of 95 was en
route. Though Pat Rauscher (SGA
comptroller) had been working himself to death to keep everything going
smooth, the campus body gave little
support
When we put together the line up
for the parade, it was depressing to
sec that it was the same handful of
Student Government Organizations
pulling the weight for the entire student body. These groups must get
sick of being the only
. evidence of school
spirit on the UM-St.
Louis campus.
Litmag has been a
strong organization for
a number of years. We
see them with booths
selling the literary
magazine; we sec their
signs that beg students
for submissions; we sec them advertising events at top-notch local establishments, and we saw them in the
parade.
The Hispanic-Latino Association
just finished a month of cultural activities to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month. Dancers showed up at
various locations on campus during
both day and evening classes to share
the music and traditions with students. They were at the parade.
Members of SGA and the University Program Board were in attendance. Even though Homecoming is
a combined effort between the two
organizations, their effects reach beyond this one event. Both organizations have tried to do as much as they
Is it asking too much
could to stimulate spirit on campus
to expect that even
with other events as well.
Zeta Tau Alpha, Sigma Tau
25 percent of the
Gamma and Delta Zeta gave the paSGA organizations
rade the Greek touch. Even though
not every Greek organization was
participate in the
represented, they are certainly the
Homecoming
last place to look if you're trying to .
find groups that don't participate. .Parade?
The yearly blood drive, rush week
parties and many other on campus as a whole. So many people just want
functions happen thanks to the work to come to this campus to get their
of the Greeks.
degrees and get out. That's a sorry
The UM-St. Louis Dance Team excuse for going to a university. If
was out in full color with pom-poms. you think learning only goes on in
This organization is one of the new- classrooms, then you have been
eston campus. However we saw them duped. Life is a learning experience,
at Expolosion (UPB) and now we see and what you take out is directly
them making noise for Homecom- equivocal to what you put in.
ing.
Go ahead, get what you can and
The point is that the turnout should get out. When you go into the larger
have been much larger. Is it asking community, you'll find the same
too much to expect that even 25 per- things waiting for you. If you lead
cent of the SGA organizations par- now, you'll lead then. If you follow
ticipate in the HomecomingParade? now, then I feel sorry for you. I'll see
How about we extend the question to you standing on the sidelines of life.

- '.~ ' 0"
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UM-St. Louis should have student radio station
by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff

an absurd time slot from midnite to 6
a.m.
In 1995, the situation is very difI have a news flash
ferent KFUO plays
for those students who
classical music and
don't ever go through
the University now
Lucas Hall. We have a
has numerous radio
radio station! Ifyoudon't
related
courses;
believe me, tune your dial
something thatwasn 't
to 90.7 KWMU to hear
always offered. As far
the best in classical muas world news goes,
sic and news from around
people can read the
the world.
Post- Dispatch or
Seriously, most stuwatch it on TV .
dents know that KWMU exists but
The station boasts in its demothey don't pay it much attention, and graphic information that a large porfor good reason. KWMU's program tion of their audience eam over
schedule offers nothing of interest to $50,000 per year and hold top manastudents, but then again, it doesn't gerial positions.
have students interests in mind. From
Currently, if students want to get
its conception in 1971 to the present experience in radio, they can work in
day, the station's objective has been one of the five practicum slots at
to educate and satisfy a cultural void KWMU or else do menial labor like
in the community, not to serve the ' fetching coffee and licking envelopes
campus. No other station at the time at an internship for another station in
played classical music.
town. If students were torunKWMU,
Furthennore, the station was to it would enhance their education and
be professionally operated. Only af- provide them with a great deal of
ter some students complained did they leverage when searching for a job.
get to work as volunteers and receive
Call me crazy, but the best way to

learn the craft in which you wish to
enter is by practicing. On top of that,
employers want to see some sort of
portfolio when you appear at a job
interview (i.e. tapes and writing
samples). Hence, a student run station would bea huge asset forUM-S t.
Louis communication majors.
Unfortunately, there are several
arguments against the idea and roadblocks preventing such a thing.
The Board of Curators probably
don'twantus to have one. Since UMColumbia has a radio station which I
uses student talent, a journalism
school and a television station, we
can't have one. Whether we like it or
not, UM-St. Louis is considered a
satellite school, merely a little brother
who would be lucky to be tossed a
hand-me-down.
Second, the University claims that
it doesn't have the money to fund
one.
However, the University does
have the money to partially fund

KWMU.
Another potential hurdle would
be the FCC. Would they deny a licence to station with students on the

air? Probably not. Florissant Valley I
Community College allows students
airtime. A four-year university sho~
have a station before a two-year col·
lege.
I'
Another problem facing a radio
station at UM-St. Louis is the lack of '
FM frequencies available in this city.
This University has, in the past, triea .
to purchase a radio station but w
. outbid.
Fortunately ,KWMU
have
tw()'side bands of which onecOuldbe
1filed by students to broadcast over
Lie campus. Anyone with a pre-set
receiver could tune in. With the fllix
of students living on campus, the
station would have a ready-mad~
listenership.
It is an embarrassment that

does

the

largest public univerSi.ty in S. t. LoUlS~.
with a large communication depart" .
ment is without a station that the
students can truly call their own. Al
though public radio is good, all of ~
facilities at this University should be
used to educate the students, not
curry favor with the affluent and '
fluential members of our
nity.
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An article and corresponding carlOOn appeared in the October 9 issue
of The Current The writer criticized
the OJ. trial and subsequent verdict.
It's apparent that the writer's "research" was conducted by watching
local and/or national news coverage.
News agencies whose main purpose
seemed geared towards sensationalizing the case while polarizing the
issue along racial lines.
According to the writer, the jury
totally discredited the evidence a.nd
based their decision solely on the
prejudice cop theory. After the verdict, many jurors stated their decision was based on the evidence. They
also admitted that race had no bearing on their decision. Following close
to a year of testimony, the jurors were
in a better position to make a decision
than those who caught glimpses of

Fuhrman.
the trial on television.
The cartoon alongside the article
Most newscasts showed reaction
portrayed
OJ. and his "lead-blocker"
to the verdict in only two ways: African Americans celebrating and non- Johnnie Cochran rushing towards
African Americans shocked, dis- Marcia Clark and a not guilty verdict.
mayed and outraged. It took CNN, an The cartoonist failed to include the
international newscast, to show any rest ofOJ.'s $10 million "dream
team." Also missing were those that,
contrary reactions.
backed
Ms. Clark, Christopher
They had cameras at a predomi.
Darden,
the
DA's office, the FBI, the
nantly white college for reaction as.
the verdict was announced. Students, Justice Department, Interpol, et al.
The prosecution spent millions of
mostly white, were cheering and celebrating. I doubt any of them were our tax dollars prosecuting Mr.
celebrating the fact that Mr. Simpson Simpson by using those government
beat his wife; as the October 9 article agencies. How much of that was "proinsinuates African Americans were. bono" as District Attorney Garcetti
Conversely, CNN showed and claimed? It cost money for all that
interviewed African Americans that extensive DNA and blood testing,
were quite disappointed with the ver- using policemen in Chicago 10 search
dict. They opined that the evidence the area surrounding the hotel OJ.
clearl y painted in the direc tion of Mr. stayed in, flying a shoe expert to
Simpson; with or without Mark Italy, investigating old receipts from

Need a tutor or just want
to sell your old bicycle?
Classified advertisements are FREE
for students. Drop off your copy at The
Current or call the business office at .
516-5175 for more infonnation.

Macy's, etc. I wonder if that much
would have been spent on your avei}
age everyday defendant!. .
'
These are just a few two-sideCt
arguments that could have been pre:
sented in the October 9 article. There
enough one-sided reporting in
country by the media. I ch~lenge th~
writers and editors of The Current to'
take a more objective view of th~
news it reports. ,
I challenge everyone reading thli
to be more critical of what is ,."'...."rt~.""
to you on the news, in the paper;
in the classroom. Find out for
self. Question what you read, see
hear.
Keith Willis
Sophomore
Social Work

eletters policye.
The' Current welcomes letters to the
editor. .Letters are edited for length.
L~tters must be designed as the editorial opinion of The Current is· that a '
signed letter carries more weight with
the readers.
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,aTTiTu~
by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff

Jl

You've come
a
.
long way, baby
~otllan

:by Julie Pressman
of The Current staff
If I hal been born 50 oc (i) years
,earlier, r d IXObably be barefoot and pregt nant (at 18) and not think too moch about
it But since my mom went through the
· pain of child birth the year the "King of
Rock and Roll" died (1977)~ I know better.
Today's woman is strong, intelligent
.and heading up the socetal ranks. Why
should she settle roc ~ then the best? I
· asked myself this wren my high !it:hool
best friend dropJX.Xl out at 17 to get married and 1aterwhen she became a mother.
She wasn 'tjustmy bestfrielXl, but up
my junior year, she was my only
· friend. We were drawn together not by
"Similar interests but by our liking for
u-ouble. We prided ~lves in dating
older men, drinlcing lx!er and smoking

*

tuntil

A

cigarettes wheneveryooeelsedidn' thave
•

enough guts. We shunned any OUlSlders
·who tried to join our cynical COI11TOOerie.
N'/e were completely insqmable and as
).crazy as it sounds, I don't IhinIc I've ever
admired a friend as moch as her..
. ' So when she told me of her plan to
~ leave ~hool and get married and have a
OOby with her boyfriend, I was crushed. I
·thought she had gone off her rocker, that
:she wasrockwards, that she needed mas~sive doses ofProzac. Couldn't she

wait?

It wouldn't have been sucl). a big deal to
me had she reen a rrxron, but she had
brains, JXJtential, the whole sheOOng. She
",was eagerly doing everything my mother
and my other female heroes hal eocour""agedme to avoid, &:l for awhile I avoided
~.

I made up excuses not to see her, I
.'.'forgot" to ask off w<Xk for her baby
shower. I rent my younger sister instead
~with a neatly wrapped car seat and a
generic "Congratulations on your new
~y" card, when what I really wanted it
JO say was ''Congranllatioos on ruining
your life."
Her '1ife ruining" decision became a
regular topic of conversation with my
~ts and friends, who eocouraged me
to continue 10 distance myself from this
~vil creature who had
meant the

The Homecoming
Committee can certainly
throw a good party. The Homecoming Dance was Saturday night at the
Hyatt Regency at Union Station. About 250
people attended, according to Pat Rauscher, head of
th~ Homecoming Committee. Because Homecoming is not a big tradition at UMSL,
the Homecoming Committee works hard to increase attendance from year to year.
"Last year there was about 200 people at Homecoming," Rauscher said. "I'm
pleased with the turnout this year. If we show the people who are here a good time,
more people will come next year."
The dance gives students and organizations a way to show their support for UMSL.
HISLA memberAlicia
"We want to be involved," said Marty Hendin of the Alumni Organization. "We're proud to support Homecoming."
Friedrichs grooving
Joe Poropatand Devetta Oliver were crowned King and Queen. Oliver represented Student Support
Services and Sigma Tau Gamma sponsored
at the dance Saturday
Poropat. "I didn't expect this. I'm really exat the Hyatt
cited," Oliver said, The outcome also "shocked"
Poropat. "I was pretty surprised," he said.
The dance and Homecoming court ceremony ran smoothly . "[The committee] was
more organized this year," Rauscher said . "The organizations involved (SGA and
University Program Board) were well coordinated. The hardest thing was the
paperwork. I began
the ftrst week of
July."
"This }Iomecoming was the best
ever," said SGA
president Beth
Titlow. "We are
going to try to do
this next semester
with Spring Fling
Week It's a
struggle to get
people to show
school spirit,
The new Homecoming queen Devetta Oliver
though. I'd also
like to see more
accepting bouquet of roses from last
support for
year's queen Yolanda Johnson.
Homecoming king Joe Poropat had couple
athletic teams,
too."
of reasons to smile that night.
Homecoming was more than a way to show school spirit. It is an elegant evening at a
bargain price. Some of us have to wait around for a distant cousin to get marr ied before we can
go to an evening of dinner and dancing at the Hyatt. Homecoming provides an excuse to buy a
new dress, clean up a little and use more than one fork to eat a meal. (Or using silverware at all.)
Of course , we also have to act like we're used to evenings in ballrooms.

a

a

No moshing allowed .

once

~rldtome.

I almOstdidn't even go to see her at the
hospital after she had the OOby, butaclose
friend convinced me 0Iherwige. WhenI
saw her fresh pink cuddly 00by, I sud-Henly fcit a pang of jealousy that I tried
hard to ignore. I had nevex seen my friend
~happy in the 10 years we' dbeenfriends.
I knew that despite evexything I'd
been taught arout 'WOOlen's rights and
roles in today' s &:lCiety, sloe was doing the
~ght thing for her in her own way. I don 't
think it's a chara;ter flaw, its just a diffcr" ent way of life than I would want for
myrelf.
Now the OOby is turning a year old in
November. My £rend and her husband
w<Xk \bl~ collar jobs) to make ends
meet without the aid of Welfare and their
parents OOby-sit No, they don't go out to
;:at a lot, and I don't think they've ever
on vocation together. But they are
and I don' tlook oown on her at all
cre for her decision.
, I am still for women's equality in the
.
and social world. I am grateful
jI ,the advances in WOOlen'S empowerwithout which I wouldn't be writ;mg
article. BUlas women continue to
advance up the &:lCiai and busirle$ladder,
we carmot look down on those who, fcr
~hatever~, choose not to climb the
. e ladder. They will not hinder women

lXxh

~

hawY,
\

~

F thist,

~me)whochooretoanempltheClimb.
They are not bockwards, and they
1100 'tneedanti~ts. They arejust
.PeoPle who have different goals in life.
We definitely have come a long way,

,

~men. Seventy-five years after WOOlen
jrst received the right 10 vote, soccer

Playa- Jenni Burton is slamming more
goals into the net than any man, and

of.

w;dkr ~~ Touhill is the leath'
. a major uruversIty.
~ Yes, these women definitely have
come along way, burin her own way, so
hils my friend.

beforeY..0u

DRINK

by Nlklsha Bridges
of The Current staff

This year, Horizons Peer Educators hopes to
spread the message of responsible drinking by urging
.
students to think before they drink
during Alcohol Awareness Week,
ACCORDING TO A
Oct. 23-27.
HARVARD SCHOOL
"Think Before You Drink" is the
official theme of Alcohol AwareOF PUBLIC HEALTH
ness Week atUM-St. Louis , but each
"COLLEGE ALCOHOL
day will have a different theme foSTUDY" CONDUCTED
cusing on various aspects and conFOR UM-ST. LOUIS
sequences of drinking. Most of the
events will take place in the UniverIN OCTOBER
sity Center lobby, while others will
be at various spots around campus.
. • Percentage of . •.
There will be information tables on
UM~St.Loui
alcohol-related subjects, raffles ,
· · studentswtlodrh1k
prizes, and other materials.
and drive: 37.7 .
Although there will be many
things to make alcohol awareness
less preachy and more fun, the pri.• .Percentageof ..
mary focus of Alcohol Awareness
UPJl;·StLouis ...
Week will be to educate the campus
cited
students
community about alcohol abuse and
"geHing drunk" as
encourage students to drink responsibly. Horizons will use both positheirmain .reason
tive and negative messages about
drinking: 30
students' drinking habits to get them
to examine their own behavior, con• pet~entageof ·
sider alternatives to alcohol and
UN!iStt6uis
make changes if needed.
Dr. Gloria Lubowitz of the Co un Service said it is important
seling
. tOhsldetthemselves .
for people to realize that alcohol
prQbJertlCiririkers: 0 abuse is everyone's problem.

1994.

s ..

who

for

$tudents·Who

.

"People don't think the message is
for them," she said. "They think
these problems with alcohol happen to others. Until it happens to
them, they see themselves as invulnerable." She added that people
say they drink to feel more comfortable when, in fact, they may be
increasing their level of discomfort when they abuse alcohol.
According to Lubowitz, drinking and driving is the biggest alcohol-related problem on this campus. She notes that it is a pro~lem
on all college campuses, but it is
exacerbated by the fact that this is
a commuter campus.
The Harvard study, conducted
in ·spring 1993, found that 16.3
percent of UM-St. Louis students
drove after having five or more
drinks, as compared to 8.9 percent
of students at other commuter colleges, and 9.2 percent at residential COlleges.
Even with these statistics, there
still is hope that UM-St. Louis stu dents will heed the message of Alcohol Awareness Week and realize that alcohol abuse does not hap- .
pen only to .o ther people.

"Many activities are focused on
American students. There are a lot of
foreign students here. I think it would
be better to hav e activities be a little
more culturally diverse."

- Duk Kim

"I think they should have put something about it on UMSL's home page
on the World Wide W eb."

- Suzana Baharudin
Junior· MIS

"Make a very large banner, because
no one sees the very small advertisements on the boards. Make it look
like a big event so people will be
excited to come."

- Syed Mohamad
Junior· MIS
"I think the ads should have been bigger and there should have been something up each day showing the activity
for that day. Also they could have done
some mass mailings."

- Angela Hornaday
Junior' Communications

" ~
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Mal,lrat,s

It's mall or nothing!

by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff

,'
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,
,

i

.
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Score another victory for the underachiever.
"Mallrats," a quasi-sequel to
"Clerks," incorporates the same kind
of hilarious, surprisingly true-to-life
dialogue that will catch you off guard.
Come on, haven't we all asked our
friends whether or not we 'vefarted in
front of our significant others? Yeah,
its uncouth, but it sure is funny.
Mix the humor with the raw acting on the screen, and you have all the
makings of a cult classic.
The movie starts off with two
friends, T.S. and Brodie, getting
dumped by their girlfriends. They
aren't bad guys, but classes on malefemale communication are in order.
Brodie (Jason Lee) worships Sega
and comic books. His girlfriend Rene
(Shannen Doherty) doesn't share his
enthusiasm, and Brodie can't understand why. Their love-hate relationship is truly tragic. Doherty gave a
riveting performance, butLee stole the
show. The only thing more potent than
Brodie's stinging words is his gruesome
"stink
palm"-shaking
somebody's hand with your own dirty
one.
T.S . (Jeremy London) and his love
interest, Brandi (C1aireForlani), have
two different ideas of romance. He
wants to propose at the Jaws exhibit
at Universal Studios. Brandi desires
something a little more classy. T.S.
wasn't that funny but he complemented Brodie well.
Now single, the guys go to the local
mall to make themselves feel better.
The mall in this movie is the perfect
step up from the convenience store
uses in "Clerks. Everyone, from the

pathetic losers with nothing better todo
to first graders on a field trip, is there
engaged in mall rituals, (i.e. staring at
3-D posters). And we couldn't call it a
mall without having an unbreakable
StX:urity guard standing at attention. As
fate would have it, both of their girlfriends are there, and the quest to win
them back begins.
Two of the foulest mallrats, Silent Bob and Jay, specialize in hanging out and causing mischief. Kevin
Smith, who played Silent Bob, wrote
and directed both movies. Bob and
Jay (J ason Mewes) have all the chemistry and more of any great cometic
duo.
T .S. and Brodie call on these rapscallions to sabotage a game show at
the mall put on by Brandi's father,
who, buy the way, hates T.S.
No good plan is complete without a Wile E. Coyotesque schematic.
Silent Bob must execute the plan
because in Jay's ,words, "I threw out
my back doing your mom last night."
Although their goofiness was dis- (..0
tasteful at times, Jay and Bob added
the same flavor to "Mallrats" as they
did in "Clerks."
In the end, the movie started to
skirt off into a soap-direction. But
the sap-filled chat was successfully
broken up with smart, quick oneliners from Brodie.
The documentary feel that was
present in "Clerks" was absent from
this movie for two reasons, (1);
"Mallrats" was in color, and (2);
Mallrats had a much larger budget to
play with.
However, this movie's witty dialogue and off-beat humor will appease the fans who were lucky enough
to see "Clerks." Oh yeah, if you
haven't seen "Clerks," go and see it!

Ellis Paul
"Stories"
Ellis Paul has been kickin'
around folk circles since sometime in the early '80s. Last year,
he won the prestigious Kerrville
Folk Festival New Folk Award,
an award previously won by folk
giants John Gorka,Nanci Griffith
and Lyle Lovett. Paul's latest
CD, "s tories," will give the general public some idea of w hat the
judges in Kerrville heard before
making their decision .
The first track, "All Things
Being the Same," tells the tragic
tale of how one woman's life
centers around a stool in a comer

bar. Another, "3,000 Miles," is
about a young man named Robert
Wilson from Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Apparently he is away from
home for the first time and is meeting many interesting people on his
way taLA.
On "Autobiography of a Pistol"
Paul gives a clear indication of
where he stands on gun control with
the tongue-in-cheek line "You see,
guns don't kill people, it's the bullets that do."
Another song with a anti-gun
theme is "Who Killed John
Lennon?" on which Paul sings:

Do not mention his name. The

Patty La rki n
"Stranger's World"
Rarely in the music business
can an artist produce back-toback albums that achieve acclaim
with both the critics and the
record buying public.
Patty Larkin, the New England-based singer/songwriter/
guitarist, has accomplished such
a feat with herrelease ','Stranger's
World," which comes on the
heels of her phenomenal 1993
release "Angels Running."
Not bound by genre, Larkin,
whose influences include such
artists as Richard Thompson, Ry
Cooder and Michael Hedges,
draws from folk, rock, jazz and
blues. On any of her previous
records, she can be found bouncing effortlessly between any
combination of the above and
electric or acoustic.
"Strangers World" finds her
leaning more heavily toward the
electric and an apparent folk/pop
sound.
"Johnny Was a Pyro," the
second song on the disc, show-

Patty Larkin
cases Larkin's considerable talent
as a songwriter. Part funny, part
serious, the song, like all others on
the disc, features the considerable
talents of Lhe multi-instrumental

St Louis
Carnival Supply

man kills John Lennon, now he' s on
TV again . He's blaming Holden
Caufield, in the face of the lens.
And each time he does it, he kills
himagain. Who killedJohnLennon ?
A loser with a pistol, a martyr's
best friend.
In addition to Paul's brilliant
acoustic guitar and harp playing,
musicians on "Stories" include:
Duke Levine, electric guitars and
mandolin; Johnny Cunningham,
violins; Richard Gates, bass; Doug
Plavin, drums; Tom West, organ;
Alain Mallet , accordion. Back-up
singers include Patty Griffin, Jennifer Kimball and Jonatha Brooke,

John Leventhal.
an all-star cast of musicians and
Larkin's lays a little vocalists
that
includes
philosophy on us in Leventhal, Shawn Colvin, and
"Mary Magdalene," the duo Jonatha Brooke and J enwhich begins: My name nifer Kimball (The Story). Ofis
Mary/Mary ten compared to Bonnie Raitt .
Magdalene/I let the devil and Lucinda Williams for her
carry merro the dark guitar and vocal skills, Larkin
side of sin/I heard his continues to attract new fans
laughter/And I tried to wherever she goes.
Look for her to be in our area
run/Now there is no ever
afterl After evervthinl! ~ometime lat~r thi~ vP"r "0 ohp
finishes up her 32 date fall tour
I've done
Larkin dedicates the in support of "Stranger's World"
tender "Open Arms or maybe later this winter when
(Don't Explain)" to her she goes on a six-week Winter
parents. BruceCockbum Solstice tour with Nightnoise
adds some excellent and Michael Manring.
Larkin is on her way to megabacking vocals to round
stardom with this release. Don't
it out.
My favorite song on miss her when she comes to venthe entire disc was "Me ues like Off Broadway for a
And That Train," a measly $10 to $12. Once the
"true" song of a trip world has heard "Stranger's
through a Colorado World," her visits to our area
are likely to be far more infresnowstorm.
Other songs of note include the quent and much more expentitle track, "Italy," and the optimis- sive.
--Michael
1. Urness J
tic "Dear Diary."
.
Larkin is joined on this effort by 01

get SHOCKED

Biggest Variety of Adult Costumes
& Accessories
-Jumbo Vampire Bat with
Moving Wings
-Make-Up & Shrunken Heads
-Color & Glitter Hairspray
-Fake Doggy Poop
-Giant Styro Skull
·Screaming Skull

QUANTIJM TECHNOWGIES
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E 0

Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair

3928 South Broadway

& Preventive Maintenance

RespohSive to Your Needs

October Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-3

772-6250

.

".., A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service
~ and your State Forester.

v

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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·
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349..6600

SMOW

Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

•

HOW DOES IT WORK? It's easy! Have your Sorority/ Fraternity or Student Grou:~
help us coordinate promotions from various financial/ telecommunications companiE.~
and your group makes money! It's so easy We call it a No Brainerl You make monev
and it doesn't cost you a dime.
.
HOW DO YOU GET STARTED? Even easier! Just give us a call. We'll answer ail your
questions and schedule your No-Brainer Fundraiser. We'll come and work with your
group for the scheduled days ... then you receive your check!!!

IT'S EASY! • IT'S MINDLESS! • IT'S A NO-BRAINER!!!

$

TO START CAll US AT: 1-800-8B9-1B18
I A.M. TO 5 P.M. CflflRAl

~RS.

Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's" the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

Rev)\le ,.;th
Each tabtet contains 200 mg of caHe,ne. equal to about ~vo cups of coHee. Use only as directed.
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-Wigs & Tattoos
-Baby Stinky
-Spider Webs
-Tombstone
-Fake Puke
-Body Parts

After Nov. I-See our Big Selection of Santa Outfits

the latter two formerly of the
adult/college alternative band
The Story.
Influences such as Gordon
Lightfoot, Bob Dylan, and John
Prine all come through in Paul's
singing and playing. He has borrowed and blended styles from
many to create a sound uniquely
his own. "Stories" is a collection of songs-warm, honest
and inviting-that read like the
personal scrapbook of one who
has made the road his home. I
hope there's a road bringing
Paul to · our town sometime
soon.
--Michael J. Urness

Birtllright
- FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
.

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• lMMEDIATE practical aSsistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Hell? Is Nearby
Brentwood, , , , ,962-5300

SI_ Charle&

,' ,

~

_ 724-1200

Ballwin . . . ,.·,.221-226&
SOllfh City __ . __ 962-3653
Brideelon .'''22'1-8'176
Midtown, _ .. __ 946-49DO
(AFTER HOUR$; 1-801l-&1i0-4.00)

We Care.
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UM-St. Louis to change athletic co ferences
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

••

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

What a week. Homecoming at
UM-St.
Louis was an adventure.
,...
'" The men's soccer game was a good
game even though the weather was
cold. One difference,from the rest
of the team's games, there were
fans there.
The stands were crowded with
vocal people that let their presence be known. Led by "Captain"
Steve Wolfe, the fans made quite a
impr~ssion on Rivermen Head
Coach Tom Redmond.
"We weren't accustomed to
having a lot of fans," Redmond
said, "I noticed at one point that
Wisconsin-Parkside's coach was
getting into it with them."
From yelling when a Rivermen player did well to harassing
opposing players, the cheering
section was a welcomed addition
..
to the sports scene. I know a lot of
people were there because it was
'!'
the Homecoming game. If we
could get that kind of fan support
at every game, maybe we would
get a few more of the opposing
coaches flustered. .
~
The game was a disappointing
..
one for the Rivermen. They lost 31 and theirrecordfell to 5-7-2. But
they played well enough to WIll.
.
The season is winding and few
"
games remain.
On
a
winning
note,
(I
Riverwoman Jenni ~urton scored
· • four goals in the game Saturday
against Bellarrnine. That gives her
· : 20 goals for the season. She has
had over 20 goals per year in her
mreeseasons atUM-St. Louis. She
will defini'lely be hard to replace
as she has been me teams top offensive player and mis is her last
* year of e~igibility.
Burton makes the players
around her better. Freshman Carrie Marino played excellent along
side Burton early in the season.
Marino then suffered a season ending injury. B urton mean while
to found her passes coming from
many different teammates. She is
one of the most exciting players I
have ever seen.
Burton will get the opportunity to add to her already impressiverecords because UM-SL Louis
" , has rescheduled their game against
Washington Univer!lity. Thegame
had been cancelled earlier this season. The game will now be played
October 29. It will be the last home
game for the Riverwomen. I hope
atte~dance will be up. It will also
be the seniors last game for the
., Riverwomen.
With the season approaching
soon the UM-SL Louis swim team
is in need of swimmers. They are
, " looking for male and female swimmers with high school or club expeflence. Anyone wterested
\ should give Head Coach Scott
>~
caron a call at 516-5685.
.: . ' The SWim team will get their
:.' rst competitive meet November
'.. 4. The team has eight swimmers
but they have high hopes. Caron is
getting me team in order and preparing them for the season. With
the help of a few more swimmers,
I the season could be a bright one.
'~
If you are ever looking for excitement, check out the UM-St.
.~ Louis hockey team. They play at
the new hockey rink in Chester- '
.. field. The team is good and mey
play hard. I got to see my fifst
~ Rivermen game and they impressed me. Hard checking and
high emotion fuel this team. All of
their games are played on Fridays
and Saturdays at the Chesterfield

'..

r'

~

:
:

rink" Admission for students is $3
fur students and $4 for non-stu-

.:::.dents.

In a surprise move UM-S LLouis
has joined the Great Lakes Valley
Conference (GLVC) effective next
school year.
The University announced the move in a
press release dated October 20. The GL VC is
considered by many to
be a Di vision II power.
,The
"B asketball
Times" recognized the
it as the top NCAA
Div. II conference in
the nation in a survey
two years ago.
"We feel our program is compatible with these
schools in terms of school-sponsored sports and the urban-type environments in which these schools
exist," said Athletic Director Pat
Dolan.
In the GLVC all major Midwest
media markets are represented. The
conference now has two SChools in
the metro-St. Louis area, UM-St.
Louis and SIU-Edwardsville. The
conference boasts 10 other schools

in major market areas: Chicago
(Lewis), Milwaukee (University of
Wisconsin-Parkside), Quincy
(Quincy College), Gary (St.
Joseph's), Indianapolis (University
ofIndianapolis), Evansville (South-

The GLYC is a highly competitive conference. Their top sport,
basketball, boasts some remarkable
accomplishments. In the last five
years, they have had two national
champions and one runner up in the
Div. II
basketb all
tournamen t.
H ••• endings are beginnings
This seaand we look forward to
son the
hopes
building new relationships
are high
with the GLVC."
for their
- Athletic Director Pat Dolan teams.
The y
h a v e
ern Indiana), Owensboro (Kentucky four teams ih the pre-season Top- .
Wesleyan), Louisville (Bellarmine), 25.
and Cincinnati (Northern Ken"With UM-St. Louisjoining the
tucky).
.
conference, we are in a really ex"Getting UM-St. Louis in our cellent position," Meyers said. "The
conference helps us our," said . trend is leaning that in S to 10 years,
GL VC Information Director Rick Div . II basketball will be big. With
Meyers. "Having St. Louis gives us the schools all being in larger mara school in every major media mar- kets, we could possibly get some
ket in the area. It will be fun for our games on cable television. The posteams to come to S1. Louis to spend sibilities are endless."
a weekend. It is a wonderful city."
According to Meyers the talk of

UM-St. Louis was confirmed last
spring when former Interim Athletic Director Rich Meckfessel made
the presentation made a presentation to the GL YC board.
"It was at the meeting in May when
I frrst heard they were interested,"
Meyers said. "UM-St. Louis gave a
presentation to me board of their plans
and program. It was very impressive."
Along with having a competitive
sports program, theGLYCalso has the
idea that the student is the most important thing in athletics.
"As in the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association (MIAA)
conference, the GLVC stresses the need
to keep the student in the forefront of
theathleric program," Dolan said. "Aca~emic performance is as important as
athletic performance,"
"We aren 'ta win at all-cost conference. We also look at the academic standpoints," Meyers said.
UM-SL Louis will have the largest student body of all the GLYC
schools with a enrollment of around
15,000. The move also balances out,
the total of public-private schools
at six each.
With the move, UM-St. Louis

will leave the MIAA. The Rivermen athletic program had been participating in the MIAA since 1980.
"We certainly have enjoyed our
IS-year relationship with the
MIAA," Dolan said. "But endings
are beginnings and we look forward to building new relationships
wim the GL Vc."
The severed ties hasn't left bad .
feelings with the powers of the
MIAA, they wish UM-S1. Louis
only the best.
"I don't have hard feelings toward UM-SL Louis," said MIAA
Commissioner Ken Jones. "I've always considered UM -S 1. Louis a good
schooL 1'm sad to see them go. I wish
them the best."
The move gives Ken Hudson and
his women's soccer program a conference to compete in. The MIAA didn't
have enough teams participatin so it
wasn' trecognized as a conference sport.
In addition to women's soccer, the
GLYC has championships in 11 sports:
baseball, men's and women's basketball, men's and women's cross country, golf, men's soccer, men's and
women's tennis, softball, and volleybalL

Hockey Club fights way through season openers
At 19:35, Diepenbrock netted his
first goal of the season, unassisted.
In the second period the Rivermen
had repeated problems with the ice.
University ojKentucky 7
''The ice is too damn bumpy," forUM-St. Louis 3
ward
newcomer Chad "Styles"
The UM-St. Louis Riverman
Stallings
said. ''The puck doesn't pass
Hockey Club opened their 1995-96 seasmooth
and
behind the nets, you need
son two weekends ago in Lexington,
mountain
climbing
shoes."
Kentucky. Although the Rivermen lost
No
one
could
say
that the second
both games, the Rivermen overcame
however. With
period
wasn'teventful,
numerous obstacles and setbacks that
eight
minutes
gone,
the
whistle blew.
faced them from the beginning.
Apparently
a
Kentucky
player didn't
"We have a butt-load of new playhear
it,
skated
in
and
leveled
team
ers this year that I've never played
captain
Neal
Diepenbrock.
Defensemen
with," winger PI Rogers said. "TIils
Glenn Lecour took offense to the late
mayor may not prove to be a problem."
hit and jumped over the bench and
"We do have a lot of finesse playto fight the late hitter. When
attempted
ers, but not a lot of size. We also have a
the
Kentucky
player wouldn't fight
solid penalty killing unit, but the weakLeCour
speared
a player nearby.
est point might be our power play,"
LeCour
got
ejected
for his actions.
Rogers said.
"Hell,
no
one
on
that shift stood up
Unknown to me Rivermen at that
for Neal, and I was on
the next line, so I
jumped on to take care
of business," LeCour
said.
With
one
defensemen gone,
forward Rogers slid
back to play defense.
From that point on,
game turned extremely physical.
Once the zamooni
was off and the players were on in the third
period, the play was
horrendous. Defender
Dave Park was attacked, me thumb of
his attacker ended up
in Park's mouth,
drawing blood.
"That guy was a
Photo: Ken Dunkin
real moron," Park
said.
Dave Park (r1ght) punches a University of illinois opponent. Barclay Poole
Goalie
Ian
(bottom) scuffles with another pl~yer as the referee attempts to separate them.
Mackie had to cross-

by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff

time was the fact that Kentucky went to
the final four in collegiate hockey last
season. That did prove to be a problem.
But team president/player Dan
Dagenais was in pOsitive spirits before
the game.
"It's going to be a rough one, but
Kentucky is gonna get an ass-beatin
tonight," Dagenais said.
Head Coach Wayne Ghoulson had
a simple game plan for that evening.
"We're skating short shifts,"
Ghoulson said, "get on and get off."
After me first period of play, one
could say that the Rivermen had their
work cut out for them. But at 5:14,
Rogers scored from Dagenias to put the
Rivermen on top.
The referees called numerous penaltiesand Kentucky had a five-Dn-three
at 13:25. Kentucky then capitalized on
the power-play and scored.

,,
/

/

Photo: Ken

Craig Herweck (on the ground) tries to S10p an opponent.
Neal Diepenbrock awaits the deflection,
check opponents to get them out from
in front of the net.
When the linesmen decided to do
meir job, mey handed out penalties left
and right, and by 15:39, there were
three skaters on the ice for each team.
''These linesmen really sucked,"
Ghoulson said.
However, the team's spirits were
not down.
Defenseman Lou Grarou broke into

the wne and passed to Diepenbrock,
who then scored his second of thenighL
"It was nice to get a goal,"
Diepenbrock said, "but it would have
been nicer to win the game."
The Rivermen lost the game 7-3.
Though the loss looked bad, the

See Hockey
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Rivermen soccer suffer at the feet of
Wisconsin-Parkside for Homecoming
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
Cold weather, lots of fans and a
soccer game. These conditions made
up me Homecoming game for men's
soccer team last Friday.
The UM-St. Louis soccer team
played Wisconson-Parkside and lost3L The Rivermen's loss dropped their
overall record to 5-7 -2.
''They got two cheesy goals in the
first half," Ri verman Kevin Smith said.
"We didn't do anything wrong, we just
didn't get me brakes today. We didn't
play bad:)[h.ey didn't play good."
In the first 14 minutes, Parkside
scored two goals. The first was at 1:27,
the second at 14:42. The Rivermen had
two shots in me first half.
"We played wim them pretty even
wim exception of the three lapses,"
Riverman Todd Rick said. "I mought
we out-played mem in me first half."
When midfielder Kurt Bruenning
dribbled in to the offensive zone, he
flew past four Parkside defenders, shot
and scored getting the ' team on the

n

board 2- L
Redmond said.
"We're playing better as a team,"
"Kurt's goal was one of the fillest
goals you willeversee," said Rivermen Riverman JOM Quante said. "We played
Head Coach Tom Redmond. "Thefans well. We sl10u1d have deserved a better feat
got their money's worth from watching than what happened."
According to Quante the Rivermen
him, he had one of his best games of me
made the same mistakes they have made
season, I'enjoyed watching him."
But even with Bruenning heroics, all season, but this loss won't set them
back.
the team trailed 2-1 at me half.
"Mental mistakes have been killing us
"We got caught in the fIrsthalfwim
mental lapses," Redmond said. "'They all season," Quante said. "We played well
got both of their goals one-on-Dne ver- mough tonight, definitely better than we
sus Mark. We have to be ready in me have been. We're going to keep going. We're
S-7 -2, you can't get more setback than that."
first IS' minutes."
The fans made a huge impact on the
In the second half, Bruenning almost tied the game up at 2-2. His shot players. Led by "Captain" Steve Wolfe in
hit the post and bounced out Todd his Riverman outfit, me crowd was very
Rickslipped on me wet grass trying to vocal.
"When we were down it was a pickup,"
get the rebound missing the scoring
. oppurtunity. Parkside then cleared me Quante said. "Usuall y we have fans, but they
aren't as verbaL Having vocal fans gives
ball.
"If that ball goes in it is a entirely you more energy when you are tired."
"We're not used to fans yelling like they
different ball game," Redmond said.
"At that time, we were dominating were tonight," Rick said. "It was nice."
The Rivermen have six more games
play."
Cedrich Pepich, aParkside forward, before their season wraps up Nov. 4 against
scored at 77:07 to shut the door on any Northeast at home.
"Weshoulddo well in the Iast six games,"
Rivermen attack.
"Obviously mekids are frustrated," Rick said.

Photo: Ken Dunkin

Kevin Smith prepares to shoot Into offensive zone at
the Homecoming game last Friday.
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I.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishing Industry. 'Earn
up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206) 545-4155 ext.
A57461.

TRA VEL ABROAD AND WORKMake up to $25-45/hr. leaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For infonnation call : (206) 632-1146
ext J57462

MORROW
FINE CANDY AND NUTS
is nowaccepting applications to fill 20
full and part time positions. Duties will
include sales and custom gift creations. NO PHONE CALLS. Apply in
person at our St Louis Galleria or
Chesterfield Mall locations.

•••••••••••••••
$5,000-$8.00 Monthly

'.

, ..
FREE Pregnancy Tests. Immediate resuhs, Completely confidential. Call or walk in.

Saint Louis Office

,...
I

950 francis Place, Suite 317
(at Clayton Road and Brentwood Blvd)
(314) 725-3150

Working distributing our Product Brochures. Get Paid-We Supply Brochures. FIf or PIf. For FREE info
Write: Director-ConeY Island Ave.,
Ste. 427'Brooklyn, NY 11230.

SERVICES
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,0C0+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico , the
Caribbean, eel). Seasonal and fulltime employment available. No experience necessary. For more infonnation call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C547461

West County Office

510 Baner Road. Suite 10 So
(314) 227-5111

..

389 - 1122

•••••••••••••••

NEED A FRIEND? If you're pregnant, it's NOT the end of the world. At
Bethany Christian Services, we can
help tum your crisis into a plan YOU
can ~ with. FREE counseling and
assistance. To explore your options,
call Erin or Heather at (314) 644-3535
t.;fore you decide to go it alone?
WORLD WIDE WEB: http://
www.bethany.org/ and Internet
email: info@ bethany.org

•••••••••••••••

International Students - Visitors
DV-1 Greencard Program available.
Tel: 1-800-660-7167 & (818) 7727168· #20231 Stagg St Canoga Park,
CA 91306

Mechanical Repairs

I-CAR
Gold Collision
Repairs -

bedro0m, 2 room
efficien9Y, new
appliances, new carpet,
some furnished . 6
months or 1 year lease:
$270-$295 or a 2
bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365.

Bermuda
Heights

We guarantee our work

PEER
EDUCATORS

427· SSB

516-5730

Presents

ALCOHOL AWARENESS

WEEK "95
"THINK ·

BEFORE YOU
DRINK "
Think About
oMon. Oct. 23 "How your drinking affects others"
oTues. Oct. 24 "Alternatives to Drinking"
oWed. Oct. 25 "Who's driving home"
oThur. Oct 26 "How else can you spend money"
oFri. Oct. 27 "Why are you drinking"

7744 Springdale
Normandy

1-

381-8797

OPENING
DOORS OF
OPPORTUNITY

Harvest Bread Co. and many others!

CAREER P LACEMENT SBRVICES .
3 0 8 WOODS HALL
5 1 6 -5111

For Sale: Used fender acoustic guitar.
Hard case and gripmaster included.
CHEAP!!!! Call Julie at 516-8629.

••• • ••••• • • •• • •

• ••••••••••••••

GETINVOLVED! SGA, The Current,
Clubs and Organizations of all kinds.
Be a part of the action at UM-Sl Louis!

•••••••••••••••

Lit Mag Performers will be preforming
Monday, October 30 at the Way Out
Club call 664-7638. Come and join the
performers of UM-St wuis' Literary
Magazine.

The Current Classifieds .
Buying? Selling? Trading? Adds in the Classifieds make $cents.$!!!
Classifieds are FREE to students, faculty and staff. All others classifieds
are $8.00 for forty words or less. Call Deana at 515-5175 for detailed
advertisement rates. To place your ad use the ad form on this page.
Place Your Ad or Personal TODAY!!!
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STEAMBOAT
BRECKENRIDGE ,l158
YAlUBEAYER CREEIt

·rw.lilltiU Travel ~
Edo~aIiaooI ~

IJfrU'~~

1-BOD-2-COUNCll
f1.80o-226-B6241

TOLL FIID._~.um ItESDIY"'~

Call todav tor a FREE

1-S00-SUNCHASE

SlutlenlTfaUelsmagazinel

NOBODY DOES SKI BREAKS BETTER!

Oc~ober,

24

10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. &
2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

',SEE US' ALSO AT:

You are invited to attend a contact lens trial session
on October 26, 1995 from 5:00 to 8:00 pm. Soft
lenses in aqua, evergreen and blue, as well as lenses
to correct for astigmatism, will be av.ailable to try
on. There is no charge for this session! Attendees
can enter to win a one year supply of Ciba lenses.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS CENTER FOR EYECARE
7800 Natural Bridge R~.
~
St. Louis, MO 63121

•••••••••••••••

Long Distance For Less
o9.9¢lmin. 24 hrsIday
• $13M Corp. w/100,0Cf.) clients
• $300 unSecured credit card
o 50% bonuses to infinity wkly
• Most sensational MCM mktg plan
ever
• Also available in Hawaii
Call immediately: (314) 519-1044

Tuesday,

TRY CONTACT LENSES

Keeping Healthy Eyes Healthy

•••••••••••••••

CAREER
SERVICES
308 WOODS

e lBA Vision

Comics for Sale Over 30 Different
Titles • Home Speakers, 12 inch
woofers: $70/firm' 89 Mustang, 5.0
GT 9x,xxx miles, all power, loaded,
pull out stereo $8 ,200/fmn • 87 Honda
VFR 700 Interceptor 4 into 1
Yoshimura original exhaust, 2 helmets, and back tire also included:
$3,000/finn. Call Leslie at 645-7839.

FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE.
Scholarships, grants, loans, internships
from private sources are available.
Computf'Jized database matches students to financial aid sources they
qualify for. For more information
write: Innovative Community Services· 9648 Olive Blvd.·Box 227·St
Louis MO '63132.

CIU, C.uocil QJ! lIII.moIionoI

And Much More!!!
FUN
GREAT PRIZES
RAFFLES EVERY DAY
INFORMATION TABLES
Sponsored by Grey Eagle/Anheuser Busch, Great

Look for us in University Center and all
around campus.

CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
Grants Available. No Repayments,
Ever. Qualify Immediately. 1-800243-2435.

1;'1' MI.ti.:.n; j!, i
Apartment:
from $270 Ii \11 a: I.}1" i1 ~~ j.] iIil:1 :1
Heat included! 1

a division of Ray's
Corvettes

CASHIERS, COOKS
AND DRIVER S
IMO'S Pizza
129 North Oaks Plaza

Fraternities, Sororities & Student Organmttions. You've seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you've never
seen the CiulJank fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per applications. Call Donna at
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera ..

GIVE

I

PIZZA

$1000 Fundraiser

Qmaha, Kansas City, MO,
Overland Park, Des Moines,
Quad Cities and Columbus

•
South County YMCAis seeking college students
to work with school age children before and
after school in South CoU1).ty elementary schools.

~{
::::.
::~: :

.:;: .

t.

Hours are approximately: from 6:30
A.M. to 9:00 A.M. and/or 3:00 P.M. to
6:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.
Position available:
Site Manager-Must have at least 60 college credit
hours, 12 hours in child care or related courses.
Starting salary ranges .from $6.75-$8_00 per hour.
If interested, please apply in person at the South
County YMCA, 12736 Southfork Rd.
or call Amber.
Please address any correspondence to
Attention: Amber

':::"

.:::.:.

WHEN DRINKING
CALL AFRIEND. ' .
OR GETARIDE
"
WITH A
STRANGER.
ij
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and riding c ~n ~ead to a

OOy

OIrtirin ,get

. a ride with a friend. It's ~
the best call you can make.
· if
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Where your InO ey goes
A closer look at the $78.8 million campus budget
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff
How much does it cost to run
UM-St. Louis? This year's budget
rounds out at $78.8 million.
The recurring general operating
budget is the amount of money that
is required to run the University for
one year. That money comes from a
combination of three sources.
The largest amount of the
money, according to the "Summary
of Fiscal Year '96 General Operating Revenues," comes from state
appropriations. This is money which
comes to the University from federal and state taxes. UM-St. Louis
received $40 million in state appropriations for fiscal year 1996 (from

July 1, 1995toJune30, 1996). This
block of funding makes up 51 percent of the University's operating
budget.
The second largest amount of
money that fuels the Univers"ity
comes from student fees. Student
fees for fiscal year of 1996 make up
47 percent of the overall budget and
amount to $37.3 million.
Two percent of the University's
funding comes from fund raising
and other sources. For fiscal year
'96 that amount came to $1.5 million.
Once the three funding sources
come together, the money is then
distributed to the various administrative divisions.
According to the "Detail of

Successful bloodbath in
University Center Lobby
by Deirdre R. Oglesby
of The Current staff

The annual campus blood drive
sponsored by the American Red
Cross for students and faculty
was held Monday and Tuesday
Oct.l6-17. Donors were able
to give blood from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the JCPenney
Building.
In order to give blood,
the donor must weigh at
least 110 pounds, and
his/her temperature
must not be over 99
degrees.
"We are looking
for AIDS, hepatitis or
malaria diseases in
donors to see whether
ornot they are the right
candidate," Site Supervisor for the American Red
Cross Mary Donahue said.
"We also test iron levels by using a
new testing system.
1
"If rsomeoire' is taking antihiotics, they have to wait at least 48
hours until it wears off," Donahue

•

Planned Expenditures by Administrative Division," 72 percent of the
budget goes to Academic Affairs.
Academic Affairs will receive $56.6
million for fiscal year 96. This category includes all educational departments (College of Arts and Sciences received the most money at
$19.5 million), libraries, Admissions,
Centers and the Vice Chancellor.
Most University Colleges will receive between $1.8 million (Evening
College) and $5.6 million (School of
Business). Admissions will receive
nine percent of the Academic Affairs
budget at $6.7 million.
The remaining 28 percen t of the
budget is split between five University departments as follows: Administrative Services $10 million

(13%), Managerial and Technological Services $5.5 million (7%),
Chancellor $3.7 million (5%), Student Affairs $1.6 million (2 %) and
UniverSity Relations $1.4 million
(2%).
LUdent fees have been increasing faster than state appropriations,"
said Vice Chancellor of Managerial
and Technical Services James
Krueger. "This is in accordance with
the Curators' Plan."
The Curators' Plan began bringing the cost of UM-system schools
up to match other schools that serve
similar functions in other states.
Krueger said that UM -system President George Russell was comparing our system to schools that are in
the Big 8 and Big 10.

"s

Curator
from Page 1

wealthy and middle-age or older. The cems of education," she said.
job is time consuming. and people toCurrently, there are only two
day do not have that amount of time.
women on the board. Horne is the
..
said.
Home lost her job as the head of a only African-American. There have
rJ
The American Red Cross has drug treatment center one month after been only nine women to serve as
a goal of obtaining 50 donors a her appointment. Her husband owns a curators since the University opened
day. Donahue said this year's small business and supports her while its doors in 1839. There have only
drive, as in year's past, has been shewOIXs.
been six or seven African-Amerisuccessful.
OneofHome's worries is that most cans to serve as curators.
"It has been a good turnout of the curators are middle-aged and
It has been since the late 1950's
of students and faculty," she wealthy and do not understand today's ·that African-Americans have been
said. "Last year we got 47 students.
allowed to attend UM -S t. Louis.
people. This year we got 50,
"They do not understand that a
Last year at UM-Columbia there
so the comparison was student must work and attend school at were only 335 African-Americans
good."
the same time why they need scholar- anending. This is a record high.
"I'm helping people ships," said Home.
Here at UM-St. Louis the number is
in need," said Sarah WilHome herself is from a working- 1566.
son, a graduate educa- class background. Her father was a
"We have to be ponderous," said
tion student. "It's a truck driver and her mother was ahouse- Horne. "We must look at history
good feeling to know wife. Home had to work her way and research when trying to solve
that I'm healthy."
through college, and she says she un- the problems. The most that is at
"It's neat to think derstands how students feel.
stake is the future of the citizens of
that my blood is actu"People need education," said Missouri."
ally going to save Home. "Education helps to increase
This is not Horne's only consomeone's life," said the standard of living. I hope to cern. Mostofthecurators are graduDan Strait, UM-St. Louis bring a new perspective to the ates from UM-Columbia. Horne and
senior medical technology board."
Gillespie are the first two from UMmajor.
Horne commends Governor Mel St. Louis. Horne feels that too much
"I feel happy that I have given Carnahan for his work in educa- emphasis is placed on UM-Columblood because it will help some- tion.
bia. There has to be more emphasis
body who really needs .it," said '
"He not only selects the politi- on the other campuses.
Schonda Tierney, freshman music cally supportive but people who can
"People who go to college are
education major.
really tap into the needs and con- truly blessed," said Horne .

•
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON ?

T

An extraordinary
encounter
with another
\.

odav there seems to be an investment

variable annuity accounts. And wc're nonprofit,

expert or financial advisor almost every-

so our expense charges are among the lowest in

where you turn. But just how qualified are all

the insurance and mutual fund industries* That

these experts?

means more of your money is where it should

Peace of mind ahout your future comes from

he - working for you.

solid planning. From in'\:estments and services

human being.

TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension

designed and managed ,vith your needs and

system in the world, based on assets under man·

retirement securit}' specifically

agement - managing Illore than $1.{5 blllion in

lTI

mind. The kmd

of investments and services TL\A-CREF has

assets for more than one and a half million people
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throughout the nation.
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TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

Our counselors are trained retirement profes-
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sionals 'who have onl~v you and your Futu['e i.n

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find

mind. Soyou're treated as the unIque person

a reliable pension plan proVider. But as a member

.vou are, \-vith special needs and concerns about

of the education and rcsear~h community, y nur

retirement. And that makes for an understand·

best choice is simple: TL'\A·CREF. Because w hen

ing, comfortable relationship.

it comes to helping you prepare for retirement, our

With TL,\A·CREF. you ha,·e plenty of choice

annuities will add up to more than spare change.

and flexibility' in building your retirement nest

For more information about how TIA..A-CREF

egg - from TIA,'\'s guaranteed traditional annuity

can help you prepare for the future. call om

to the investment opportunlties o~ CREF's se v en

Enrollment Hotline at 1800842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
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Women's soccer wins two more, Burton scores 4
by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff
UM-SL Louis 2
Lewis 4
The UM-St Louis Riverwomen
traveled to Romeoville ill., a five hour
trip, to battle the Lewis University Ayers last Wednesday. The Flyers beat the
Riverwomen 4-2 in overtime.
"We lost due to terrible weather,"
said defender Dianne Ermeling. "It was
cold, rainy, and so windy that the ball
wouldn't settle, but the referees were
actually good for a change."
The Riverwomen trailed the Ayers
until junior Ann Logan scoredat43:10
The Riverwomen again trailed the
Ayers until Tricia Niederer, with 37
seconds left in game, scored to tie it up
at two a side. This forced over-time.
Lewis managed to scored twice in
overtime to win.
"Th.ose two goals were scored by
balls that should have been cleared,"
Riverwomen Head Coach Ken Hudwn
said. "We might have had a different
outcome if the weather wasn't as bad."
''We are ready to play and believe
we can win ," Ermeling said, "and are
ieaIIy pumped."

SIU-E wards villel
; : UM-SL Louis 1
· : The Riverwomen played at home
~L 18 and ran to a one-one tie after
twp overtime periods.
: "We played 120 minutes for a tie,"
I;:nneling said, "and that's real tough."
: . The game was a back and forth
qa~tle, but the Riverwomen spent
most of their time in rival SIUEdwadsville ' s end of the field .
Goalie Amy Abernathy made a
<ouple of rigid saves and Lori
I;.ueddecke had an excellent game.
Captain Jennifer Frohlich broke
i~ and almost scored the winning
goal with 2:49 left in the game, and
Iermi B urton had a near miss at
1:25.
: Twenty seconds into the first
overtime. forward Marcie Scheske
made a clearing pass to Burton who
broke in and shot wide. The crowd
scfcamed as the Riverwomen fans
tho ught Burton had won it again.
: MidfielderTammi Madden was
back ~n &~Lion after recovering from

a concussion and gave 115%. In
spite of this fact, the Riverwomen
faced problems in clearing their end
and atrocious foul calls.
"It's a shame that the referee
dictates the game, because in this
case, he wasn't real good," Hudson
said. "He gave them better calls and
you hate when that happens."
Scheske nearly ended the game
after taking a corner kick, placing
the ball up in the center, but it was
headed out.
B urton took a penalty kick after
being hauled down at 11:30, but
was unable to convert
The game was rough up to this
point, and it got uglier as time
marched on.
With 8:20 left, Tricia Niederer
wa~ thrown down and no caU was

made.
With five seconds left in double
overtime, a cougar broke in and shot,
but Abernathy save the game.
"I'm satisfied that we didn 'tlose,"
Hudson said. "Amy played well. She
has continued to play great. In the
game against Lewis, those goals she
couldn ' t do anything about; those
balls should have been cleared. Same
thing as tonight. And there were cails
missed."
On their goal, Amy said that the
ball didn't go past the line. The linesman was out of position, so there's
really no way that he could have
made the right call," he said.
"We played well. We survived
the first half, came into the second
and really outplaye.ct · the Cougars.
Even in the overtime . It was a battle

Jennl Bur10n tries to keep the ball away from an opponent
last Saturday. Bur10n scored four goals.

and we deserved to win," Hudson
said.
Hudson looked forward to playing Principia College.
"I now have a lot of banged up
players, so it's good that they'll get a
rest in the upcoming game against
Principia. We took a look at them
when we were in Texas, and I'm sure
we can beat them," Hudson said.
And the Riverwomen did .
Principia Collegel
UM-St. Louis 3
One the road, the Riverwomen
played great. Burton scored at 61 :00,

with an assist from sophomore Laurie
Casso, to tie the game at one. Burton
again scored, this time assisted by
freshman defender Windy Holly .
Then at the 89 minute mark , .Madden
netted one, with assists from freshman Jamie Snider and Burton.
TheRiverwomen outshot the Panthers 34-7, and Abernathy earned another victory.
Bellarmine College 0
UM-St. Louis 4
On Saturday, the Riverwomen
played the Bellermine Lady Nights
down in Louisville, Kentucky . The

Riverwomen got on the score board
first, thanks to Burton. Madden and
Scheske got the assist on that one,
and Burton's next goal came at 13: 56.
Adding to the victory was Snider,
who dribbled up field, then passed to
Burton who, in turn, scored again at
38:35.
After giving up a goal at 57:38,
. Burton scored one more time.
Frohlich was in on that action and got
the assist.
The Riverwomen will play tonight against S1. Joseph game time is
6:30pm .

See Hockey
from Page 5
<:oaching team was happy with what establish ourselves from the beginning game.
"Ian really kept us in the game,"
they observed from their players.
and take control of the game. Losing
The game wasn't without hits, Lecour sucks because he's on my line, GhouIson said.
Mackie was very significant bethough. Ceilter Bryan Hom checked a but we need to look beyond that factor
Kentucky defender into the boards, and the other d-guys will have to step cause for the entire third period, the
Rivennen were shorthanded. With
forcing the zamboni gate open and up," he said.
Strickland played another strong majors having been passed out freely at
landing the defender flat on his face.
"I learned that one from Blues cen- game, scoring a short handed goal, his the end of the second, illinois skated
with a 5-on-3, and pulled their goalie
ter Ian Laperriere," Hom said.
ftrst of the season.
Grabou decided he had enough
Diepenbrock netted another one, for 6-on-3. illinois scored twice with
slashing from one of the Kentucky and had an assist on Strickland's goal. this strategy, but goals by Strickland
players and dropped the gloves want- That was ail the scoring the Rivermen and Diepenbrock secured the first notch
in the victory column for the Rivermen.
ing to fight The Kentucky player managed that night
Illinois University 4
"Oakville product Chris Herbig
wanted no part of Grabau and attempted
UM-SL Louis 4
to skate away, but Grabou cornered played very physical, and defenseman
The Rivermen skated on the ice
him, ripped his helmet off by the face- Jason Hessel had a really good game,"
cage, and prOceeded to pound away . . Ghoulson said, despite the 6-2 loss. Saturday at noon and attempted to
Grabou was ejected.
"We were tired the third period, and sweep illinois Uni versity. Unfortunate
"The play was good but obviously short a couple of guys. Lou and Glenn for the Rivermen, it didn't work out
. like that. Despitehavings ChriS Perkins
I'm not at all thrilled," Ghoulson said. need to make better decisions."
in goal, the Rivermen managed only a
''The refs called alot of weak penalties,
Illinois University 5
tie.
but the guys hustled."
UM-SL Louis 7
Strickland scored in the first for the
"As far as I'm concerned, for a fIrst
The Rivermen won their homeeffort as a new team, they played fine," opener last Friday night at the U.S . Ice Rivermen, as did Hom. Horn's goal
was short-handed, the third one for the
he said. 'There' s things that need work, Sports Complex.
but we can beat this team tomorrow , so
Grabou let one happen from the Rivermen this season.
The third period started with the
I'm not worried just yet."
point which beat thelllinoisnet-minder.
Rivennen
down by two, Wltil captain
Newcomer Craig Herweck had a
UM-St. Louis 2
Deipenbrock
snuck one past the Illihat-trick despite being thrown out at
University of Kentucky 6
nois
goalie.
Things were different in the locker the end of the second period. Herweck
With just over four minutes left in
left the penalty box to withstrain LeCour
room before Saturday night's game.
the
third period, Dagenais evened up
The plan was the same, except for the from fighting . LeCour was on his way
the
score.
There was no overtime peloss of Lecour. LeCour got a two game to intervene between Fighting' lllini
riod.
players and Rivermen Barclay Poole
suspension for spearing.
"We really played like shit the first
"Last night was a learning experi- and Park. All five were ejected, and
two
periods," Herweck said, "but after
ence for me at this level of play," rookie Herweckwas suspended for two games
they
decided to play physical and like a
freshman Andrew Strickland said.
due to his absence from the box . Mackie
team,
they got things together."
"We're the better club, we need to was in goal and played a tremendou<;
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(SOUNDS LIKE COLLEGE NIGHTS AT THE SCIENCE CENTER.)
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For Delivery or Carryout

For Dine-In or Carryout

,

195 Florissant

9740 St. Charles Rock Rd.

4510 McDonnell Blvd.

:.

839-3939

839-3939

423-8957

.

Friday and Saturday nights are College Nights at the Science Center,
al l October long. Your college ID will get you $1 of f on Laser Show
tickets. And it'll get you a f ree OIDHMAX@ tic k et when y ou buy
another one at regular price. Admission to..........
.
the Science Center is free, parking is
.!!!!!.
..
cheap. What more ceuld y ou ask for? Oh, _
.. St ..LoUIS
yeah. We promise, no Barry Manilo,..,.
~SclenceCenter

.. ,,
~

I 1

•

The Playground For Your Head

BUY ONE. GET ONE FREE oteiNIMAX
TlCKETWITH COLLEGE ID.*
"Titani't!a"
The Unthinkable Disaster,
The Unforgettable Adventure.

$1 •00 0FFLA SERSHOW SAT THE
PLANETARIUM WITH COLLEGE ID*
Fridays

Saturdays

8:30 Pearl Jam
9: 30 Led Zepp'e lin
·10: 30 Pink Floyd

7:30 U2

8: 30 Pearl Jam
9:30 Led Zeppelin
10: 30 Pink Floyd

·N~, ./ ou don't need .to b.e 21, but you d?need a v~lid collepe ID t.o rece~ve
d~scounts. lTot val~d ;ath an.f other of~er. And ~.l 'your ID s a .l·a",e, It oetter

be real good-these guys are scientists.
Spons ored in part b y The Rive r i·ront Times ·an9. ·The Point 105.7

··

.

...

October 23, 1995

FEATURES
LEFT: Amy
Pierces'
sequins lit up .
the Moonlight ·
Masquerade.

HOMEC'OMING
FUN O~FILM
RIGHT: Steve
Wolfe couldn't
quite pin down a
win In this year's
King contest.
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LEFT: Nothing like the
Village People to bring
out the wild side of any
Homecoming crowd.

:,'. ~
..,

-'

BELOW: The
Spanish Club
hopped In their
convertible for the
Parade Festivities.

.
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.

:
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ABOVE: Michael O'Brian dug the Hyatt Ballroom.
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COME CHECK OUT OUR IGLOOS AND
SAVE COLD CASH ON NOVEMBER
MOVE-INS!

',>: .

~~~~

•Walking distance to all
classes '
·Student activities and

programming
•Limited access gates
·Furnished units available
·PooI, jacuzzi and
clubhouse
·On site laundry facilities
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2901 University Meadows Dr.
SL Louis, MO 63121
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located across from University Meadows Apartments

October 31
University Bo kstore Customer
Appreciation Day
will be held at the new convenience store
i
I
Sign up for Grand Opening Prizes ! ~.
Uri? Meadows

.Celebrity Guest
Scheduled to Appear
Details in October 30 issue

Marillac

III

Hall

.

"

.

New Convenience
Store

JL(Q)t§ (Q)f ((}l(Ql(Q)r prize§ ~
free f (Q)(Q)((}l ~

Natural Bridge Rd

I

I

. . . . . . -......
Woods Hall

